PALDECK
®
Advanced PVC Decking

Overview

Main Benefits

Typical Applications

Palight Trimboard offers the
centuries-old familiarity,
workability, and beauty of wood,
but with none of the drawbacks.
It won’t rot or split, and it comes
with industry-leading warranties.
It holds its beautiful appearance
for decades with ultra-low
maintanence requirements.

§§Will not mildew, rot or disintegrate

§§Outdoor & roof-top decking

Available in typical deck profile
sizes, architects and builders
can easily incorporate Palight
Trimboard into nearly any deck
project for a beautiful and lasting
finish.

§§Made in the USA by one of the
world's largest PVC Building Supply
Manufacturers

§§Lifetime residential warranty—
including 2-year labor replacement*
§§Products with Encapsa™ Surface carry
25-years stains and fade warranty*
§§Cut it, shape it, and fasten it easily
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Encapsa™ Surface Technology

Palram’s C3 Technology™ for PVC
production creates a dense, uniform cell
structure, which provides outstanding
3
uniformity and
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workability.
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§§Safe, comfortable splinter-free surface

Available in 12’, 16’ and 20’ lengths with
grooved edges and 20’ lengths with
square edges.
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§§Superior stain, fade and scratch
resistance
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PALDECK™ Advanced PVC Decking
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Shoreline SERIES
The Shoreline Series combines strength, durability and affordability in
an ultra-low maintenance surface. Shoreline’s elegant, neutral colors
install easily and blend seamlessly for a contemporary, clean, functional
environment that looks great and stands up to almost anything.
Sand Bank

Shoreline Series | Sand Bank

§§Soft, natural colors with a rich wood grain
§§Fused Polymer C3 PVC Cap-layer for lasting beauty and durability
§§25-Year stain warranty*
§§Limited lifetime performance warranty for residential plus 2-years labor*
§§10-Years commercial warranty plus 2-years labor*
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WOODLAND SERIES
Ashwood

Step onto the bold, rich color of Paldeck Woodland Series. With a
25-year Stain and Fade Warranty, you’ll appreciate its handsome good
looks as much as its ultra-low maintenance demeanor. This is the deck
that lasts and lasts, with color as true today as it will be years from now.

§§Deep, natural colors with rich, realistic wood grains
§§Fully enclosed C3 PVC Core with Encapsa Surface Technology™
Red Cedar

for the maximum color resilience and surface durability

§§25-Year Stain and Fade Warranty*
§§Limited lifetime performance warranty for residential plus 2-years labor*
§§10-Year commercial warranty plus 2-years labor*
Woodland Series | Auburn Trail

Auburn Trail
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HIGHLAND TROPIC SERIES

Brazilian Walnut

Subtle, fine-detailed hardwoods with rich variegation were once reserved
only for a few — and with it went the extra care, expense and effort to
maintain. The Highland Tropic Series changes all of that. Enjoy its beauty,
brawn, and incredible ease of upkeep — and 25-year Stain & Fade Warranty*

§§Exquisite variegated colors with fine, realistic grain details
§§Fully enclosed C3 PVC Core with Encapsa Surface Technology™
for the maximum color resilience and surface durability

Highland Tropic Series |
Brazilian Walnut and Hawaiian Koa

§§25-Year Stain and Fade Warranty*
§§Limited lifetime performance warranty for residential plus 2-years labor*
§§10-Year commercial warranty plus 2-years labor*
Hawaiian Koa
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* See warranty for complete details.
9735 Commerce Circle, Kutztown, PA, 19530 USA
Tel: 800.999.9459 • palramamericas@palram.com

www.Paldeck.com
In as much as PALRAM Industries has no control over the use to which others may put the material, it does not guarantee that the same results as those described herein will be obtained.
Each user of the material should make his own tests to determine the material’s suitability for his own particular use. Statements concerning possible or suggested uses of the materials
described herein are not to be construed as constituting a license under any PALRAM Industries patent covering such use or as recommendations for use of such materials in the infringement of any patent. PALRAM Industries or its distributors cannot be held responsible for any losses incurred through incorrect installation of the material. In accordance with our company
policy of continual product development you are advised to check with your local PALRAM Industries supplier to ensure that you have obtained the most up to date information.
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